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ABSTRACT: In 1997, the final report of the Heads of WorkersCompensationAuthoritiesmade the followingrecommendations:a
percentageloss of hearing (PLH) thresholdof 10%will applyfor compensabilitybut a PLH of 5% or greater will trigger rehabilitation
for the workerand workplaceassessmentas a preventiveinitiative;where the thresholdfor compensabilityis attained,the full PLHwill
be compensated;and subsequent claims must demonstrateat least a further 5% deteriorationfrom the previousPLH. The relationship
betweenPLH and requirement for hearing aids and the retest variability of PLH were investigatedin order to obtain informationthat
could be used to assess these recommendations.Requirement for hearing aids begins at a PLH of about 5% for some clients and
approximately16%of claimantswith a PLH between5 and 9.9% will requirehearing aids. It seems more reasonable,therefore,to set a
PLH thresholdfor compensationof 5% rathertban 10%.The standarddeviationof the retest variabilityof PLHwas foundto be 1.94%.
This meansthat a change in PLH of 4.5%, or 5% whenroundedto the nearestwholepercentagepoint, is significantat the 1%level.The
recommendationthat an increase in PLH of 5% must occur before any subsequentclaimcan be made thereforeseems reasonable.

1. INTRODUCTION

The term "hearing loss" is ambiguous: it can mean
impairment of the threshold sensitivity of the ear (threshold
impairment) or it can mean loss of the ability to hear in
everyday life (hearing disability). Threshold impairment and
hearing disability must be distinguished from one another.
The common use of the the term "hearing loss" refers to
hearing disability, i.e., loss of the ability to hear the sounds of
everyday life.The results of research that has been carried out
so far indicates that threshold impairment ina person with
initially normal hearing must reach about 20 dB before
hearing disability begins to occur. This conclusion has been
based mainly on reports of hearing disability by people with
threshold impairment. However, it should be realised that
people with impaired hearing tend to underestimate the extent
of their impairment and that continuing research into subtle
hearing abilities, such as the localisation of sources of sound,
is likely to reveal that there are disabilities associated with
lesser degrees of threshold impairment than 20 dB. It seems
likely, therefore, that further research will result in tables of
hearing disability which begin at threshold impairments less
than 20 dB. However, current trends in compensation for
industrial deafness are moving in the opposite direction.

Throughout Australia, hearing disability is assessed for
compensation purposes in terms of percentage loss of hearing
(PLH), determined from the hearing threshold levels of the
compensation claimant [I]. The cost of compensation for
industrial deafness in Australia has escalated in recent years.
Figure 1 shows that the cost of compensation claims for
industrial deafness in New South Wales grew from about 12
million dollars in 1988 to about 101 million dollars in 1996.
Faced with increasing costs of this kind, the response of some

statutory authorities and legislators has been to introduce
thresholdsofPLH, of the order of 5 - 10%, that must be
exceeded in order for claimants to be eligible for
compensation. In South Australia and Northern Territory, the
threshold is currently 5%, in New South Wales 6%, in Victoria
7% and in Western Australia 10%.

Since a large proportion of compensation claims for industrial
deafness are for a PLH of 5% or less, a threshold for
compensation of this order means that the costs of many
claims and the associated administrative costs are avoided.
This is illustrated in Table 1 which shows, for New South
Wales, the number of industrial deafness claims from 1995/96
in various payment categories. With an approximate
relationshipof$IOOOcompensationforeachpercentagepoint
of PLH, it can be calculated that introduction of a
compensation threshold of 6% reduces claims to less than
40% of the original number. In the caseofacompensation
thresholdoflO%,claimswouldbereducedtoabout20%of
the original number.

In 1994, the Industry Commission Report on Workers
Compensation in Australia [2] recommended that a common
Table of Injuries be developed to apply across all Australian
jurisdictions. As a result, the Heads of Workers Compensation
Authorities included this as a part of the national
harmonisation process. Review ofPLH thresholds has formed
part of the review under the Standardised Measurement of
Impairment Project. In 1997, the final report of the Heads of
Workers Compensation Authorities [3] recommended that:

a PLH threshold of 10% apply for compensability; but

a PLH of5% or greater will trigger rehabilitation for the
worker and workplace assessment as a preventive
initiative;
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where the threshold for compensability is attained, the full
PLH is compensated; and subsequent claims must
demonstrate at least a further 5% deterioration from the
previousPLH.

The following work was carried out in order to provide
information that can be used in assessing these proposals. Two
relevant matters were investigated: first, the relationship
between PLH and requirement for hearing aids; second, the
retestvariabilityofPLH.

2. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCENTAGE LOSS
OF HEARING AND REQUIREMENT FOR
HEARING AIDS

The relationship between PLH and requirement for hearing
aids was investigated in two ways. In the first approach, a
sample of the hearing thresholds of 436 child and age
pensioner clients provided with hearing aids by Australian
Hearing Services was drawn at random from files and the
binaural PLHs of the clients were calculated from their
thresholds. The results are shown in Table 2. The one client in
the category 0-4.9% had a PLH of 4.9%. This result indicates
that some clients with a PLH of about 5% require hearing aids.

In the second approach, the associated binaural PLH was
calculated from the hearing thresholds of 282 war veterans
whose threshold impairments were mainly due to noise
exposure and whose requirements for hearing aids were
known. The results are shown in Table 3. No veterans with a
PLH in the range 0-4.9% required hearing aids. All of the
veterans with a PLH of 20% or greater required hearing aids.
In the intermediate ranges, the percentage of veterans
requiring hearing aids gradually increased. A graph of the
findings with a straight line fitted to the data is given in Figure
2. The real function underlying the relationship apparent in the
data is probably sigmoidal but the straight line is a satisfactory
approximation for practical purposes. Given the illustrated
linear relationship and an even distribution of the number of
claimants through the range ofPLH from 5 to 9.9%, it can be

Payment in Dollars
0·999

1000-1999
2000-2999
3000-3999
4000-4999
5000-5999
6000-6999
7000-7999
8000-8999
9000-9999

10000-14999
15000-19999

20000+
TOTAL

Numbero/Claims
3286
761
729
637
565
504
489
493
433
365

1214
364
593

10413

calculatedthatapproxirnately 16% of claimants with a PLH
between 5 and 9.9% will require hearing aids. The results of
this approach also indicate that the requirement for hearing
aids begins at a PLH of about 5%. This conclusion is
supported by findings in a study of hearing impairment in the
Western Australian noise-exposed population. Monley et aI.
[4] reported that examination of the associated group mean
audiogram suggests that a noise-induced PLH of 5% would
require consideration of hearing aids and rehabilitation.

These findings do not mean that hearing disability begins to
occur at a PLH of 5%. Hearing disability exists if the PLH is
0.1% or greater. The requirement to use a hearing aid does not
begin at the point at which hearing disability begins. Hearing
disability must reach a certain degree (for some people, a PLH
of 5%) before the advantages of hearing aid use outweigh the
associated disadvantages.

PERCENTAGE LOSS OF HEARING OF CHILDREN
AND AGE PENSIONERS WITH HEARING AIDS

Percentage Number
Losso/Hearing o/Clients

0-4.9 1
5-9.9 10

10-14.9 22
15-19.9 39
20-24.9 33
25-29.9 31
30-34.9 48
35-39.9 47
40-44.9 28
45-49.9 36
50-54.9 17
55-59.9 26
60-64.9 23
65-69.9 15
70-74.9 14
75-79.9 9
80-84.9 8
85-89.9 7
90-94.9 5
95-99.9 16

100 1

3. RETEST VARIABILITY OF PERCENTAGE LOSS
OF HEARING

Percentage loss of hearing is obtained from the c1aimantis
hearing thresholds by means of the National Acoustic
Laboratories procedure [I]. Since there is retest variability
associated with hearing thresholds and PLH is derived from
hearing thresholds, there is retest variability associated with
PLH. The purpose of the following investigation was to
determine the retest variability of binaural PLH from the
known retest variability of hearing thresholds. It is well known
that, in the absence ofa real change in threshold sensitivity,
hearing thresholds vary on retest in accordance with the law of
random error and the changes are, therefore, normally
distributed and that there are no correlations between the
random variations of the thresholds at the various test
frequencies.
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STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF RETEST VARIABILITY

FOR COCHLEAR HEARING LOSSES

TESTED IN STEPS OF 5 DB

Freque~ (Hz )

500

' 500
2000

3000

4000

Standa rd
Oey;elion (dB)

3.73

3.02

3.15

3 93

4 CO~CLVS IONS

The Heads of Wol'1lcrs COIl1J'CR.ul ion AUlhoritiel~OfTlmcnd

that a PLll threshold of 10% apply Ior cc mpensabiluy and
that a PLll of S""' willt riggerreh abilitalion forl he Wllrker and
workplace assc""mt'rlt a. a prevcn t i veini t i al i\lC . l nlheli~htof

the information presented in !his article , il would seem more
rcasonable to set a Pl.H Ihreshold o f 5% for CORlpcn$lllion
Figure 2 show sthat l bo lll 33% of tho'C with a PLII ofl O".-x.
can be expected 10 require hearing aids. Requirement for
hearing aids beginl at aPLHo f aboul S%for lKlrne clienls and
approllimatcly 16% of claimants wilh a Pl.H between S and
9.9% will rcquire hcaring aida. If a S% thro:Jhold isadoptcd
then there is no need fo( a trigger for rehabilitalioo hul a
trigger for ......m:place a~!les.'\JTIent as a prt\'C'l'1live initiative
should be set ala PLH ofO,I%org reatcr, Iinoc a considmlbk
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amount of threshold impail'1M11t occurs before !he onset of
heuing disahilily.Moniloring audiometry in industry should

deto:ct lhis threshold impairmentlllld triggerpre\'enlivellClio n

but an extra trigger in terms of PLH may be useful in

circumstances where monit oring audiomelJy is r>Ot carried

out If, inslead ofa thresho ld of5%. a threshold of 10"'" is

adoptcoJ. the PLII trigge r of 5% for rehab ilitat ion and
wodplace a,,,,,,,,,,ment as a prevent ive initiative becomes

especially important. The approved rehahilitative measures

should inclu de the provi sio n of hea ring aids , where

appropriate,since about I6% of claimant s with a PLH in thc
5 tu 9,9% range will need hearing aids.

The Hea<ls of Workers Co mpensation Autho rities also

recommend that an increase in PLA of 5% must occur before

any subsequent claim can be made . This seems to be a
reasona ble proposal in view of the results presented in this

article . 1£ tile more stringen t 1% criten Qt\ of rta tist ical

significance is adopted, then a change in PLH of 4.5% is

required be fore a real change in PLH can be considered 10

have occurred. This becomes 5% w1ten rounded to the nearest

wbole percentag e poinl.Tbe errorrate for a significance level
o fl % is 1 in 100, i.e., for I ourof every 100 cla imants with

an increase in PLH of 5%, the increase will not be rea l

H~. for the rema ining 99 cla imants. a mi l increase in
PLH has occurred . This is a suitably low rate of error. The

reoommendation thai an increase in PI.II o f S% must occur
bef," any subsequent claim can be made therefore seems

reason able.
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